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The 38th Annual Mythopoeic Conference
Mythcon XXXVIII
Theme: "Becoming Adept: The Journey to Mastery"
Clark Kerr Conference Center
Berkeley, California, August 3-6, 2007

Guests of Honor: Ellen Kushner and Delia Sherman
Ellen Kushner and Delia Sherman are both Myrhopoeic Fantasy Award winning authors for their novels Thomas the Rhymer and The Porcelain Dove respectively. Both have new novels appearing in 2006,
Kushner's The Privilege ofthe Sword and Sherman's Changeling. Kushner's public radio series Sound &
Spirit is a renowned weekly program. Both have made great contributions to the mythopoeic and
interstitial arts, and we are proud to welcome them to Myrhcon 38.
The Myrhopoeic Society discusses myth, fantasy and imaginative literature in discussion groups across
the U.S. and on the internet, in newsletters and scholarly books and journals, and at its annual
Mythopoeic Conference (Mythcon) . Inspired by the scholarly discussions and writings of the 1930s
Oxford University group The Inklings (including C.S. Lewis, ] .R.R. Tolkien, and Charles Williams),
the Society began in California in 1967.
The conference will feature the usual blend of the scholarly (papers, panels, keynote addresses, presentation of the Myrhopoeic Awards) and seasoned Myrhcon traditions (auction, costume presentation,
banquet, Golfimbul, the Not-Ready-for-Mythcon Players).
Feb. 2-]uly 15, 2007

Conference membership

$75
$85
$50

Mythopoeic Society members
Non-members
Registered students, age 12 and up
Children under 12

free

If you are uncertain of your Society membership status, please contact our Membership Secretary,
Marion Van Loo, at
Online registration (using Paypal) :
or make checks payable to The Myrhopoeic Society, and mail to: Bonnie Rauscher, Registrar,

Room and board rates are being fin alized now, and will be published here in the next
issue. Check the conference web site for up-to-date news on rates and other information.
A Progress Report will be mailed to registered Myrhcon 38 attendees some rime in March.
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Call for Papers
The 38th Annual Mythopoeic Conference (Mythcon XXXVIII)
Theme: "Becoming Adept: The Journey to Mastery"

Clark Kerr Conference Center, Berkeley, California, August 3-6, 2007

Guests of Honor: Ellen Kushner and Delia Sherman
Both authors published new novels in 2006, Kushner's The Privilege of the Sword and Sherman's
Changeling. Kushner's public radio series Sound & Spirit is a renowned weekly program "exploring the
human spirit through music and ideas." Both have made great contributions to the mythopoeic and
interstitial arts, and we are proud to welcome them to Mythcon 38.
Fantasy literature features many characters who journey along a path from beginner to adept, from
apprentice to master. How is this journey portrayed? What various highways and byways have such
seekers traveled? What are the stages of transformation and the elements of the process of achieving
mastery? How is mastery demonstrated, and what happens if these skills are lost? From the seasoning
of Tolkien's Merry and Pippin to the wizard-school training of Ursula K. Le Guin's Ged and J.K.
Rowling's Harry Potter, the journey to mastery runs throughout fantasy.
Papers dealing with the conference theme are especially encouraged. We also welcome papers focusing
on the work and interests of the Inklings (especially ].R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Williams),
of our Guests of Honor, and other fantasy authors and themes. Papers from a variety of critical perspectives and disciplines are welcome.
Each paper will be given a one-hour slot to allow time for questions, but individual papers should be
timed for oral presentation in 40 minutes maximum. Participants are encouraged to submit papers
chosen for presentation at the conference to Mythlore, the refereed journal of the Mythopoeic Society.
All papers should conform to the MLA Style Manual (2nd ed). Paper abstracts (250 word maximum),
along with contact information, should be sent to the Papers Coordinator at the following address (email is preferable) by April 15, 2007. Please include your AV requests and the projected time needed
for your presentation. All paper presenters must register for the full conference; please see the Mythcon
38 web page, www.mythsoc.org/mythcon38.html, for information and rates.
Eleanor M. Farrell
Mythcon 38 Papers Coordinator

The Mythopoeic Society is an international literary and educational organization devoted to rhe .s:tudy,
discussion, and enjoyment of the works of ).R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, Charles Willi.ams. and
mythopoeic literature. We believe the study of these writers can lead to greater understandmg and
appreciation of the literary, philosophical, and spiritual traditions which underlie their works. and can
engender an interest in the study of myth, legend, and the genre of fantasy. Find om about the
Society's activities at: www.mythsoc.org.
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Feature: Neil Gaiman's Fragile Things
A Discussion with Neil Gaiman

Gaiman-esque rwist), as well as several films
based on the writer's collaborations (Stardust, to
be r~leased in spring of 2007, Beowulf, and
Cora/me. He also mentioned a current project:
working with Penn Gillette on a film script to
adapt The Road to Endor.
Arrangements were made through HarperCollins publicity to set up an interview with
Gaiman for Mythprint, which was scheduled in
the afternoon before the reading in Menlo Park.
Although I came armed with questions from
Mythopoeic Society members, I figured that
N~il and I ?oth knew each other well enough to
enJoy hangmg out and having a more informal
chat. I also wanted to present the author with his
lion statuette, the 2006 Mythopoeic Fantasy
Aw~d for Adult Literature for Anansi Boys,
whJCh was announced during the Mythcon 37
banquet in August.
Bay Area MythSoc members David Bratman
and Betsey Daniels accompanied me to Kepler's,
and after meeting up with Neil, we were escorted
upstairs and ensconsed in a small room for our
chat. First we presented the MFA (these suckers
are heavy!), and Neil expressed himself particul~rly pl_eased to have won the award in competinon with his 2006 competition. Sometimes, he
said,_winning an award can be like being a big
fish m a lake of 'minnows,' but this year's MFA
finalists were all 'trouts.' Neil also arranged for
David to 'officially' present the MFA before the
evening reading event that evening.
As Gaiman has said many times before, the
Inklings were a great influence on both his reading and writing. He noted that the reference to
'clouds like little sheep' in Anansi Boys wa~ a
homage to Lewis's The Silver Chair.
This comment led to a more general discussion of myth, of which Gaiman had much to say.
Simply, he stated, myth allows us to make sense
of our lives. What is myth ? It starts when man

The Fall 2006 publication of Neil Gaiman's new
story collection, Fragile Things, marked a return
for the author to Northern California as part of
his publicity tour. Cody's Books in Berkeley
sponsored an evening event on October 2nd,
during which the author read and answered
questions from the audience, and the next day
Kepler's Bookstore in Menlo Park hosted a similar gathering. Gaiman's last Berkeley appearance
(promoting his novel Anansi Boys) included a
post-reading autograph session that had the
dubious distinction of lasting until sometime
after 1 AM, as janitors swept around the autograph table in an effort to clear out the stragglers. So , this time, pre-signed books were
available for sale in Berkeley, instead.
~aim_an re~d ~everal pieces from Fragile
Things, mcludmg .October in the Chair," "The
Day the Saucers Came," "Forbidden Brides of
the Faceless Slaves in the Secret House of the
Night of Dread Desire," and "Instructions. "
Among the questions was whether Gaiman
did research for his books. Yes, he said, in a 'lazy
sort of way' he had been reading up on mythology since age 6. He was once Alan Moore's
research assistant, which earned him a British
Museum Reading Room library card. For
American Gods, he said that looking up the Slavic
gods only took about a day since not much
information remains. Another question (very
popular these days) is whether he listens to
music while writing. Definitely, and the specific
artists and tracks depends on mood and theme:
Lou Reed's Metal Machine for 'Hell stuff. ' or the
Gothic Archies to provide a depressing bubble
gum pop background.
G aim_an ment_ioned several of his upcoming
producnons, which mclude a new YA publicau~n . c~led The Graveyard Book (inspired by
Kiplmgs The Jungle Book, bur of course with a
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begins falling away from religion, and starts
accreting stories. Some stick, others don't; the
ones that do stick become myths. Religion,
therefore, composts into myth, while fairy tales
are the flowers growing on rop of the compost.
(As an example, he mentioned the story of
Cupid and Psyche, eventually developing into
the tale of Beauty and the Beast.)
Among the questions sent by MythSoc members: Berni Phillips asked why Gaiman decided
to write stories in another universe, that of the
Marvel Comics Eternals, Neil replied that it was
part of a deal with Marvel, but that he really
enjoyed exploring the world of Jack Kirby's characters. Grace Monk noted Gaiman's books often
deal with family relationships, and wanted to ask
how this subject has changed for him over the
years. Neil responded that he looks at the situation from different sides: Mr. Punch was about
families and their secrets, while Anansi Boys was
about how our families embarrass us. Marcie
Geffnei- wondered if John Kennedy Toole's A
Confederacy of Dunces had an influence on
Anansi Boys, as she saw several similiaries
between Fat Charlie and Dunces' main character,
Ignatius J. Reilly. Neil said that although he had
read the book, he wasn't aware of any direct
influence beyond the 'compost heap' of story
effect. More of an influence to the novel were the
books of Thome Smith, for which Neil has great
affection, with their recurring theme of the hapless everyman changed by adventure (as well as
frequent and hilarious incidences of drunkenness
and the possibility of sex). Gaiman rather wistfully noted that writing a comic novel in English
has been made very difficult because of the
'colossi' Terry Pratchett and Douglas Adams.
Back to Fragile Things, Neil called himself very
'lucky' to be able to publish a major press short
story collection. David noted that the metatheme of the book-as with much of Gaiman's
fiction-is sroryrelling and the nature of story.

Neil agreed, saying that he used to think he was
a fox, who knows many small things, but now he
realizes that perhaps he's a hedgehog, who knows
one big thing, and that this is it.
Reported by Eleanor M. Farrell

c===d c===d c===d
NEIL GAJMAN,

Morrow, 2006.
$26.95 .

Fragile Things. Ne~ York: William
ISBN 0-06-051522-8, he, 360 pp.,

Recently, I was joking with a friend of mine that
I like short story collections because I've lost my
ability to concentrate for long periods of time.
This is not completely true (yet!), but when it
comes to literature, as I get older I find I have less
and less patience for books that don't meet my
high standards for both good srory and good
writing. And yet a good short story is like hearing the song of a bird in the early morning quiet:
it doesn't need to be of great length to be a
moment of jewel-like brilliance.
I am quite happy to state that Neil Gaiman's
collection Fragile Things held many such
moments for me. The compilation is comprised
mostly of short stories with a few poems sprinkled throughout, plus a novella that tells us a little of what happens to Shadow after American
Gods. The journey through Fragile Things begins
with an introduction much _like the one that
starts off Mr. Gaiman's earlier Smoke and Mirrors
in which the reader is invited to peek at how
each story came into being (personally, I could
wish this section to be even longer, as I find the
viewpoint of good writers on their own writing
fascinating) as well as including its own special
little story, ." The MapMaker"-this one not as
bleak as the one in the Smoke and Mirrors introduction, but certainly interesting, and to me
harkens back to something we learn in much of
Mr. Gaiman's works: our far-reaching dreams
will most likely come to naught.
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that first read-through but, God help me, I
did- so I read it again and it all tumbled into
place and I found myself loving it. One of my
favorite aspects of Mr. Gaiman's writing is how
he continually reaches back into the history of
myth and fantastical literature without ever
seeming to stoop to mere derivation. The brokenhearted love story "How Do You Think It
Feels?" terrified me, for reasons I really cannot
explain, more than any story I've ever read, and
is the one story from Fragile Things I think about
most often. It is a completely plausible, realistically detailed story of just how bitterly warped a
turning love can take. I don't want to give any
part of it away, but I will from now on be quite
wary of plasticine.
I recommend this book to anyone who enjoys
the darker haunts of the land of myth and faerielike magic, but with the caveat that some of the
stories are uncomfortably harsh. The quality of
the stories in this collection seems to me to
deserve honest and thoughtful discussion, and I
hope that Mr. Gaiman has many more years to
work out his stories onto the page. There are
rimes when reading these that I wonder how
such disquieting, even frightening stories come
from such a charming, charismatic, often funny
author. It makes me speculate about how many
layers might be between him, and by extension
me, and the dark, and he gives no assurance that
those possibly thinning layers will stay in place
and, like my old childhood bedtime blanket,
keep me safe. Each story is like its own excursion
into the uncharted land of dreams (and those
who remember Narnia know what a terrifying
realm that can be). Yet despite the fear of what
the dreams might turn into, I keep finding
myself willing to come along on the journey
every time Mr. Gaiman beckons.

The first story, "A Study in Emerald," is the
dazzling mash-up of rhe Sherlock Holmes canon
and the frightening world of H.P. Lovecraft's
imagination. I'm afraid of describing it in any
way because its wonderfully twisty ending
deserves to be approached with no preconceived
notions. I can say that the "advertisements" are
my favorite part. "Bitter Grounds" is a dark and
complicated story. Its first sentence, "In every
way that counted, I was dead" should be warning enough that we are walking into perilous territory, but the promise of deep dark things to
come is too alluring to ignore. "Other People"
fits in perfectly with my idea of hell ... which
should perhaps worry me, now that I think
about it, but I feel decently confident that it's
something that would have made C.S. Lewis
nod his head in recognition. "Keepsakes and
Treasures" is both sinister and fraught with sorrow as we see lives with pain so ingrained as to
be beyond healing. Rather, life will be worse
than nasty, brutish, and short-it will be loveless. The disturbing "Problem of Susan" is also
included here, and well I remember first hearing
it read by the author at Mythcon 35. It bothers
me just as much now as it did then-maybe even
more-and I find myself wanting to force a different dialogue, a different ending, and then having to let it go in unresolved frustration. But
even with such discordant feelings, it still won't
let me alone and I find myself picking it back up
and turning it over and over in my mind, searching for a way to make the whole problem of
Susan right. I am particularly fond of "How to
Talk to Girls at Parries," as it is the perfect mix
of the well-remembered awkwardness of teenage
social gatherings and the arrival of alien lifeforms and how to tell the two apart. I also found
myself drawn in by 'The Monarch of the Glen ,"
the aforementioned Shadow novella. My initial
reading left me confused-please don't ask how
I missed the whole retelling of Beowulf aspect

Reviewed by Grace Walker Monk
~~~
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Activity Calendar
COLORADO

Marion Vanloo
Membership & Discussion Group Secretary

Denver area: FANUIDHOL ("CLOUDY HEAD ")
Patricia Yarrow,

January: Changeling by Delia Sherman

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Prospective Groups

Washington & Suburbs: KNossos
Mimi Stevens,

CALIFORNIA
San Diego: LOTHLORIEN
Linda Sundstrom,

January: Doomsday Book by Connie Willis
February: The Last Templar by Michael Jecks

FLORIDA

HAWAII

Tampa Bay: HOBB/TON
Paul S. Ritz,

Oahu: SAMMATH NAUR
Steve Brown,

North Central Florida: ERYN GALEN
B.L. McCauley,

January: The Bear Went Over the Mountain by
William Korzwinkle
February: Sabrielby Garth Nix
March: Child ofFlame by Kare Ellion
April: "Share a Book"
June: The Book ofLost Things by John Connolly

INDIANA
Central Indiana: CERJN AMROTH
Ellen Denham,

ILLINOIS
Peoria: THE FAR WESTFARTHING SMIAL
Mike Foster,

Chartered Groups
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles/Pasadena: MYDGARD
Lee Speth,

IOWA
Decorah: ALFHEIM
Doug Rossman,

January: Eragon by Christopher Paolini
February: Sword ofthe Rightful King by Jane Yolen

January: Effquest: Journey to Sorrow's End by Wendy
& Richard Pini
February: Lost Horizon by James Hilton

San Francisco Bay Area: KHAZAD-D0M
Amy Wisniewski & Edith Crowe,

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge: RoKE
Sally Budd,

March: Solstice Wood and Wi'nter Rose by Patricia A.
McKillip
June: Swordspoint and The Privilege ofthe Sword by
Ellen Kushner
Sep: Three Days to Never and Declare by Tim Powers
December: Annual Reading & Earing Meeting

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor area: GALADHREMMJN-ENNORATH
Dave & Grace Lovelace,
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SOUTH CAROLINA
January: Essays Presented to Charles Williams
MINNESOTA

Columbia: THE COLUMBIA CS. LEWIS SOCIETY
Nina Fowler,

Minneapolis-St. Paul: RlvENDELL
David Lenander,

WASHINGTON

Seattle: MITHLOND
Matthew Winslow,
NEVADA

Reno: CRICKHOLLOW
Joanne Burnett,

Feb: The Roots ofthe Mountain by William Morris
March: Night Life ofthe Gods by Thorne Smith
WISCONSIN

Jan: The Strange Adventures ofRangergirl by Tim Pratt
February: Metallic Love by Tanith Lee
March: The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood
April: Something Rich and Strange by Patricia A.
McKillip

Milwaukee: THE BURRAHOBBITS
Jeffrey & Jan Long,
Jan: Tales Before Tolkien edited by Douglas Anderson
February: The Kin by Peter Dickinson
March: Through a Brazen Mirror by Delia Sherman
April : Thud by Terry Pratchett

NEWYORK

New York: HEREN ]STARION
(THE NEW YORK TOLKIEN SOCIETY)
Anthony Burdge & Jessica Burke,

Special Interest Group
THE ELVISH LINGUISTIC FEUOWSHIP
Carl Hostetter, 2509 Ambling Cir., Crofton, MD
21114. Aelfwine@elvish.org. www.elvish.org.
Newsletter, Vinyar Tengwar. Journal, Parma
Eldalamberon: Christopher Gilson,

OREGON

Mid- Willamette Valley Area
Donovan Mattole,

Correspondence Group
ONCE UPON A TIME (children's fantasy)
Laura Kremz,

January: Albion: The Origins ofthe English
Imagination by Peter Ackroyd
Feb: The Power and the Glory by Graham Greene
March: Children of God by Maria Doria Russell

Online Discussion Groups

Portland: BYWATER INKLINGS
Gary Lundquist,

MYTHSOC E-LIST
Society activities and general book-related discussion .
or contact
Sign up:
Joan Marie Verba:

PENNSYLVANIA

COINHERENCE
Online discussion of Charles Williams
David Davis:

Lancaster Area: CS. LEWIS AND FRIENDS
Neil Gussman ,
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Strider's Screening Room: The Fountain
The Fountain . Directed by Darren Aronofsky.
Screenplay by Darren Aronofsky (Story by Darren
Aronofsky and Ari Handel). Burbank: Warner Bros.,
2006. 96 min .

On the surface, The Fountain appears to be a
millennium-spanning fantasy about love and
eternal life, and indeed, this is the face of the film
presented in the theatrical trailers, in its web site,
and in most of its marketing collateral. However,
at its heart, the film is really about something
very different: the process of coming to terms
with grief and loss. In this sense, The
Fountain follows logically in the wake of
Aronofsky's two previous films; in all
three, the issues at play are deeply personal,
emotional, and psychological. In Aronofsky's
first film, Pi, the protagonist clearly suffers
from mental illness; he's paranoid, obsessivecompulsive, and ultimately, self-destructive. In
Aronofsky's second film, Requiem far a Dream,
viewers are treated to an equally disorienting
exploration of today's sophisticated pharmacopoeia for self-medication-in both the licit
and illicit varieties. In The Fountain what we
really have, despite all appearances to the contrary, is not so much the quest for eternal life as
it is the internal struggle of a lone man to deal
with his wife's untimely death from a brain
tumor.
The film is framed as a triptych of parallel and
interlocking narratives. The first involves the
15th Century conquistador, Tomas Verde (Hugh
Jackman), and his liege-lady, Queen Isabel of
Spain (Rachel Weisz). In it, Tomas sets out for
the jungles of "New Spain" in search of the
fabled Tree of Life. Isabel believes that if Tomas
can find it, the power of eternal life it confers will
deliver the monarchy of Spain from the clutches
of a domineering Inquisitor. And Isabel has
sweetened the quest for Tomas by promising him
her hand should he succeed, sending him abroad

with her ring as a token.
The second narrative revolves around Tommy
Creo and his wife, Izzy Qackman and Weisz
again). Here, at the beginning of the 21st
Century, Izzy is dying from cancer, while
Tommy, a neuroscientist, races to find a cure for
her condition. In a moment of serendipitous
insight, Tommy remembers a botanical sample
from a rare tree in Guatemala, which-it turns
out-may hold the key to curing her condition.
But time is running our. Also central to the
Tommy I Izzy narrative is the unfolding
story of Izzy's book, also called The
Fountain. Whether fiction or nonfiction
is never clarified, but Izzy has been
working on a manuscript, desperately
struggling to finish it before she dies. It
concerns the ancient American Maya,
and takes as its central images the Tree of
Life and a distant star-a nebula, actuallythat the Mayans revered as the site of the afterlife, where the souls of the dead go to be reborn:
Xibalba. (Note that this is not quite the actual
Xibalba of Mayan mythology, but it's fairly close.
It may also be significant that in Hindu philosophy, maya refers to the world of illusion, of false
belief, and of delusion driven by fear.) In the
end, Tommy is unable .to save Izzy, and in her
final hours, she charges him with the responsibility of finishing her book.
In the third narrative, we find Tom, alone, in
a transparent sphere-some kind of space pod,
evidently-traveling to the nebula, to Xibalba.
Actually, he isn't quite alone. An ancient-looking
tree, ostensibly the last of its kind, occupies the
sphere with him; and this isn't any ordinary tree.
Inspired by Mayan mythology (as written about
by Izzy), Tommy plants a seed in the snow above
Izzy's grave, and the tree grows out it, incorporating into itself the deceased Izzy, apparently
still living on some level. Tom travels to Xibalba

in his space pod (itself, a sphere), he carries on
tattooing rings on his body, concentric rings
beginning with the surrogate wedding band and
moving all the way up his finger, his wrist, his
entire arm-like the rings of a tree.
I said above that Tommy believes that he can
save Izzy, and indeed, one of his surnames, Creo,
is Latin (or Spanish, if you like) for "I believe."
Other names are significant as well. Verde, the
surname of the conquistador, means "green" and
echoes his search through the Mayan jungle for
the Tree of Life. Tomas / Tommy / Tom evokes
Thomas, the apostle who doubted the resurrection of Christ from the dead. Thomas also
derives from Aramaic, and means "rwin"-a very
appropriate choice indeed. Even Izzy's name
sounds like a question. Is he going to save her? Is
he able to live without her? Izzy?
And the questions don't end there. Is the narrative really what it seems? Is Tomas actually
Tommy? Is Tommy, in fact , Tom? Are Isabel and
Izzy the same person? And are they the same· in
the film's "reality", or only within the context of
a written narrative (Izzy's manuscript), or perhaps only within the manic psychological
dreamscape of a man coping with what, for him,
is the ultimate loss? These are questions to ask
yourself as you watch the film. I have my opinions, and no doubt, you'll have your own.
Ironically, the 15th Century Grand Inquisitor
Silecio may be nearer to the truth, through faith ,
than the 21st Century Tommy Creo, through
science. But at its heart, the story is less about
holding on (to love or to life) than it is about
letting go.

because he believes that if he can reach it in time
-just as its central dying star explodes in a
supernova, creating the birthplace for thousands
of new stars-he can save her.
If you think this sounds confusing, you aren't
alone. The majority of the reviews of the film
have been mixed, or negative, complaining that
the plot is confusing, that the reviewer wasn't
able to follow the sequence or significance of
events, or that he or she couldn't decide what the
film ultimately meant. I couldn't disagree more.
While it's true to say that the film is difficult, it
is certainly not impenetrable. It has a very clear
meaning- if viewers are willing co engage their
minds actively in the srory-telling process.
Aronofsky definitely does not coddle his viewers.
If you're looking to be spoon-fed the typical
Hollywood pap, where the story is obvious, predictable, and chronological, then The Fountain is
clearly not the film for you. It begins very much
in medias res, offers remarkably little direct exposition, and is not told in linear sequenceindeed, its structure, to my view, is rather like a
fractal, built on a series of recurring and self-similar elements, continually rearranged into variations on a theme of mortality. The srory raises
questions, then doubts itself, then reinvents
itself, returning to previous points in each of the
three parallel narratives, rather like Ouroboros
devouring his own tail.
And like Ouroboros, the image of the circle or
the ring-and its three-dimensional form, the
sphere-recurs throughout the film . This begins
with the ring Queen Isabel gives to Tomas,
which becomes Tommy's wedding ring. When
Tommy loses the ring, then loses Izzy, he tattoos
a ring around his finger with nib and ink from
the writing set Izzy gave him-and with which
he is supposed co write the final chapter of her
book. Jack.man's acting in this scene is some of
the finest I've ever seen-Oscar caliber, without
a doubt- as he is fully consumed by grief Later,

Reviewed by Jason Fisher
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Book Reviews
Perilous Realms: Celtic and Norse in
Tolkien's Middle-earth. Toronto: University ofToronro
Press, 2005. ISBN 0-8020-3806-9 , pb, 225 pp.,
$28.95.

symbolic and literal, signify the passage characters into the Otherworld where magical or supernatural things are possible. Both Celtic and
Teutonic traditions abound in such elements,
and in Tolkien's legendarium they present
important transitions, such as passing over the
Nimrodel into Lothl6rien, crossing the Bridge of
Khazad-dum in Moria, and crossing "the Water"
to leave the Shire for the great unknown world
beyond.
A good bit of Burns's detailed character analysis rests on the idea of adding character complexity by linking "ideal" characters (Gandalf,
Theoden, Galadriel, Frodo) with "negative" ones
(Saruman, Sauron, Denethor, Shelob, Gollum)
who suggest the ideal characters' darker sides a~d
illuminate their positive qualities. Burns discusses Tolkien's female characters in terms of
how they both fit Tolkien's ideal of the fe_minine
that was consistent with his time, while also
showing how strong female characters could step
outside this restricted role. Burns argues that
while much of Tolkien's legendarium is populated by Norse-style male characters who lead
quests, go adventuring, and engage in battles, we
can also find empowered women (Eowyn,
Galadriel, Melian, Goldberry, Varda)-warrior
women, shieldmaidens, Elven queens, and goddesses drawn from such sources as the Irish
Morrigan, Norse Valkyrie, Arthurian Morgan le
Fay, and even Haggard's She.
Burns's conclusion pulls together the complementary and conflicting strains of Celtic and
Norse traditions that abound in Tolkien's. fiction .
She finds the unrelenting Norse notions of
honor and fate tempered by Celtic sentiment
and romance. Both world views suggest that you
must do is your best when faced with certain
death or defeat; the difference is in the attitude
with which these challenges are faced. She concludes that Tolkien was both pessimist and opti-

MARJORIE BURNS,

Marjorie Burns's Perilous Realms is an essential
addition to any Tolkien enthusiast's book shelf
for two reasons. First is her detailed sorting-out
of who the Celts and Norse were and how
Tolk.ien's attitude toward them refleeted the prevailing assessments of his time. Second is her
head-on confrontation of Tolkien's notorious
two-mindedness on a number of issues. Says
Burns, "Tolkien ... both rejects and makes use of
allegory, both laments and idealizes the pagans,
both scorns and reveres the Celts. He is strongly
attracted to the loner, to independence of
thought," and other qualities typical ofNort~ern
heroes. Yet, he is also "deeply committed to kingship, inheritance," and the virtues of family and
community.
This double attitude, Burns explains, is a
means through which Tolkien invests his characters with complexity, by intermingling opposing
qualities or differing values within ~ single ~er. sonality. This idea is demonstrated m a detailed
chapter on · the nature of Beorn, where Burns
demonstrates the way in which Tolkien balances
two conflicting cultural ideals embodied in one
character. In one sense, Beorn defines the Norse
and pagan world of the berserker, with t~e
shapeshifting motif common to sagas an_d _e_dd1c
tales. At the same time, we find a c1V1hzed,
British servant-master relationship operating
inside his homestead with its very homey
English garden outside, even though the architecture resembles a Nordic longhouse.
One very unique and interesting chapter
focuses specifically on "passage" imagery sue~ as
gates, waterways, bridges, and doors. Accordmg
to Burns, these barriers or points of entry, both
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mist, and thus made equal use of Nordic realism
and Celtic mysticism.
Burns writes with a straightforward style,
although her page-long paragraphs of detailed
exegesis that pile comparison upon comparison
may be off-putting for the casual Tolkien fan .
Bur for those looking for in-depth analysis and a
unique approach to familiar territory, this should
be your next book purchase.

Diverse in scope, themes of identity, sexuality,
social roles, and biology run throughout this collection. Ursula K. Le Guin, author of the revolutionary gender-exploratory novel, The Left Hand
of Darkness, contributes "Mountain Ways," the
story of a lesbian relationship constrained by a
society that expects group marriages. "Little
Faces" by Vonda McIntyre offers an ostensibly
female character who has the anatomy and capability to mate with herself In Eleanor Arnason's
"Knapsack Poems," a poet collaborates with
neuter, masculine, and feminine bodies that
travel wherever she/he/it chooses to roam. An
essay by Dorothy Allison, "The Future of
Female," delves deeply into the work of the
recently deceased African American writer
Octavia E. Butler, a MacArthur grant recipient
and one of science fiction's most politically
radical authors.
The Tiptree anthologies are published by Bay
Area independent press Tachyon Publications,
which is also the publisher of the only Tiptree
collection currently in print, Her Smoke Rose Up
Forever. Three of the four editors of the Tiprree
anthologies-Karen Joy Fowler, Pat Murphy,
and Debbie Norkin-are Bay Area residents; the
fourth editor is Jeffrey D. Smith, the trustee of
Alice Sheldon's literary estate. The series has been
praised as "A superior array of creative and
thoughtful writing for both genders," (Booklist),
and "Top-shelf storytelling" ( Time Out).

Reviewed by Anne Petty

KAREN JOY FOWLER, PAT MURPHY, DEBBIE NOTKIN ,

The James Tiptree
Award Anthology 3: Subversive Stories about Sex and
Gender. San Francisco: Tachyon Publications, 2007.

AND JEFFREY . D. SMITH , EDS.,

ISBN

l-892391-41-4, tp, 284 pp. , $14 .95.

The James Tiptree, Jr. Award is an annual literary prize for speculative fiction that explores and
expands gender. Fiction that has won or has been
short listed for the Tiptree Award is eligible for
the Tiptree Award anthologies, a provocative,
entertaining series now in its third volume. As
the back cover intriguingly promises, you will be
subverted-and you will like it.
The Tiptree Award is named for one of science
fiction's most brilliant writers, Alice B. Sheldon.
Sheldon, an ex-deburante turned CIA operative,
wrote for ten years as the enigmatic James
Tiptree, Jr., until the woman behind the pseudonym was finally exposed. The recent biography,
James Tip tree, Jr.: The Secret Life of Alice B.
Sheldon by Julie Phillips (St. Martins Press), has
rekindled a great deal of interest into the life of a
troubled but ultimately brilliant author. Rave
reviewed in the New York Times Book Review,
the Washington Post, Salon, and Kirkus, the
Tiptree biography has brought the life and work
of Sheldon/Tipuee to a wider, appreciative
audience.

Reviewed by Jill Roberts

Once Upon a Time (she said), ed.
Priscilla Olson. Framingham MA: NESFA Press,
2005. ISBN l -886778-61-2, he, 378 pp., $26.00.

JANE YOLEN ,

NESFA by now has brought out quite a series of
major books (collections of shorter works, or
reprints oflong-unavailable individual novels) by
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that- also one poem from an e-journal, "Ten
Things You May Not Know About Me and Only
Three of Them Are Lies," from Mud/ark, and a
scattering of assorted non-fiction types of
sources).
One of the reasons Fairytale is so important in
Yolen's work is that it's an exploration of Self and
of Family. We are all baffled by the consistencies
and inconsistencies of ourselves, and by the intricacies of where we come separate from and
where we are bound within our clans. The titles
alone show the multiplicity here of wives, husbands, children, fathers, and mothers (not to
mention those Brothers Grimm and Sister Jane) .
Except for readers who already have all or most
of these (and given the variety of publications
spanning over 30 years, who does?), it's decidedly a book to get for oneself or ask a nearby
library to order.
Ruth Sanderson's cover illustration is an
evocative portrait of a bardic sort of woman in a
flowing black, black-embroidered dress, looking
up from her bo.o k to a dawn-lit pavilion.

major sf/fantasy writers, in handsome editions,
and this collection of Jane Yolen's fairy tales and
articles and poems commenting on the nature of
fairy tale is a fine addition to the line. The title
poem, opening the book, defines the collection:
'"Once upon a time,' she said, / and the world
began anew ... " (reprinted from the National
Storytelling journa~ Spring 1987).
The result is a nicely mixed bag-45 short
stories (counting as one the seven gathered in the
frame of "Dream Weaver"), 29 poems (not
counting some included as part of a story or article) , and seven articles. One story, "Ride Me
Like a Wave," was first published in Janis Ian
and Mike Resnick's Stars anthology (stories
based on Ian's song lyrics) . Three poems
("Mother Goose's Maladies," "Beans," and
"Crows") make their first appearances here. Two
of the articles, "Oh, God, Here Come the Elves"
(about why the author was distressed to find
elves showing up in White Jenna, but finally
bowed to the story's insistence), and "The Story
Between" (about differences between the
author's and the readers' readings of stories) first
appeared from NESFA before, in the NESFA
Storyteller, in 1992. The span of years of first
publications is 1974-2005, and the types of publications represented include picture-book texts,
stories and poems from earlier collections of
Yolen's work (especially from The Girl Who
Cried Flowers, 1974; The Moon Ribbon, 1976;
Tales of Wonder I, 1981; and The Faery Flag,
1989), many stories from various theme
anthologies, many from F&SF (and a few each
from other periodicals, especially small-press
journals, such as StarLine and The Magazine of
Speculative Poetry--1 note with surprise only one
item from Asimov's, the poem "Imo the Woods,"
and can't help thinking that periodicals apart
from F&SF are doing poorly by fantasy,
although it's nice that anthologies and smallpress publications to some extent make up for

Reviewed by Ruth Berman
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